Mark - A Straight Young Man? A Vivid, Homoerotic Story

Mark A Straight Young Man? Is a vivid,
homoerotic story. Richard Peters returns to
one of his favourite topics: Can straight
men be gay, under the right circumstances?
Are straight men one hundred per cent
heterosexual? Why would straight men feel
homosexual attraction to other men? Can
homoerotic feelings become more intense
and flip over into gay sex?Paul Richards is
a straight man in his early thirties, who
finds a young eighteen-year old man,
called Mark, has been having sex with his
wife and daughter! Yet, despite this, he
finds himself sympathetic to the boys lazy,
indolent ways and feels protective towards
him.Their odd relationship quickly
develops to where Paul becomes a father
figure to the young man, while he tries to
get him into the discipline of work and
being useful around the farm.Pauls
sympathy and protectiveness develops into
attraction and admiration for Marks youth.
For his part, the young Mark sees Paul as
the loving father-figure he never had. On a
trip to the doctor, the older man is asked a
challenging question, which causes him to
analyse
the
ever
closer
relationship.Extract:With the boy. Have
you and he had sexual relations? Doctor
Perkins smiled reassuringly. Anything you
tell me is confidential. Its not unusual for
men entering early middle age to feel
interest in younger men. He hesitated as if
in his own thoughts. A loss of their own
youth often brings about an envy and even
desire for the young masculine form. Their
energy and youthful looks can make a man
desire closeness.---The odd couple go to
watch an Art movie that involves a
threesome and culminates in a homosexual
scene. This gets them talking in a liberated
way about sex. Their closeness leads to
intimacy.Extract:I should have rolled away,
but I didnt. Instead, years of a sexless
marriage, of a sexless life, rolled away and
I felt like a young buck again.---The two
go through homoerotic experiences, as the
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older man tries to teach the young one how
to do manual labour. Desperate and
uncertain over their growing attraction for
each other, Paul takes his young friend to
visit hookers, but his attention is on how
the young buck is getting on with his
prostitute. Pauls fascination with the young
man is not distracted by female
flesh.Extract:I knew I shouldnt be, but I
was fascinated by his naked body. So
perfect, so handsome, so young and virile.
Id never really noticed male bodies too
much before, but there was something
about Mark that fascinated me. I couldnt
get enough of looking at his lovely body.
Both beautiful and handsome at the same
time!I took my fill of his nubile body. His
curved shoulders, his curved back, his
curved bum and his cute, curved thighs.
The TV held no interest to me, as I drank
deep
of
his
perfect,
aesthetic
beauty.---Their intimacy grows and the
older man takes the young buck through
his own personal Kama Sutra, where he
teaches as many sex positions as the older
man can remember. These remarkable
scenes of intimacy lead to only one
outcome,
despite
their
native
heterosexuality.This exciting work, with its
homoeroticism, is for the discerning reader,
as well as for adventurous men and
women, willing to discover the edges of
their sexuality if they are brave enough to
explore.Like all Richard Peters erotic
novels, we get explicit descriptions of
Male/Male sex. It is a piece of XXX rated
fiction, only for those legally allowed to
read such works and is not intended to be
read by those who would be shocked by
explicit descriptions of homosexual,
intercourse.The author, Richard Peters, is a
prolific writer of erotic fiction. His works,
while containing explicit, erotic porn
descriptions never fail to move his readers
emotionally.He has written many other
novels and short stories. He likes to
investigate the sexuality of his characters,
as he believes sexuality is not a simple
black and white dichotomy (gay/straight).
He believes there are many shades of grey
in between
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